
National Taiwan Normal University 

Regulations for Dorm Electricity Consumption 

 

1. The Regulations are enacted in accordance with Regulations Governing Guidance 

of Dorms of National Taiwan Normal University. 

 

2. The Regulations are enacted to clearly define the liability of electricity 

consumption in dorms to maintain the electrical equipment in dorms to ensure the 

safety of electricity consumption. 

 

3. The public electricity devices shared in a room are maintained by the room 

occupants. The electrical equipment of every bed is in the charge of the 

individuals. If the equipment is broken, please visit the dorm office and apply for 

repair. The repairer will be responsible for repair and replacement.  

 

4. The power supply devices and electrical equipment in public areas (including the 

basement) shall not be changed at will.  

 

5. Without approval, there shall not be electrical devices which consume much 

electricity, including electric pots, electric stoves, electric kettles, electric water 

heaters, refrigerators, electric irons, electric ovens, electric cookers, microwave 

ovens, electric heating, and other electrical devices whose power consumption is 

over 500 watts. (Hair dryers are excluded). Students are not allowed to connect 

the electrical devices to power supply to avoid danger. Students who violate the 

regulations will be punished in accordance with the Guidance Regulations 

Governing Dorms.  

 

6. If multiple outlet sockets and extension codes are needed, the students shall use 

electrical devices with the label of certificated products of Bureau of Standards, 

Ministry of Economic Affairs. The electrical devices referred to in Point 5 shall 

not be placed and used. Those who violate the regulations will be punished in 

accordance with Point 7.  

 

7. For the safety of electric consumption, an inspection team is formed to carry out 

examination every academic year. Those who use the electrical devices referred 

to in Point 5 will be punished in accordance with the Guidance Regulations 

Governing Dorms. In addition, the devices shall be removed within 7 days. When 

the period is due, the devices which are not removed will be disposed as the 

discarded objects.  

 

8. The Regulations and any amendment to the Regulations shall be enforced after 

being passed by the Executive Meeting of Student Affairs and reported to the 

Dean of Student Affairs for approval. 

 


